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	Critical care medicine is a cutting-edge medical field

	that is highly evidence-based. Studies are continuously

	published that alter the approach to patient care. As a critical

	care clinician, I am aware of the tremendous commitment

	required to provide optimal evidence-based care.

	Pocket Guide to Critical Care Pharmacotherapy covers

	the most common ailments observed in adult critically-ill

	patients. I utilize an algorithmic, easy-to-follow, systematic

	approach. Additionally, I provide references and web

	links for many disease states, for clinicians who want to

	review the available literature in greater detail.





	The contents of this handbook should be utilized as a

	guide and in addition to sound clinical judgment. Consult

	full prescribing information and take into consideration

	each drug’s pharmacokinetic profile, contraindications,

	warnings, precautions, adverse reactions, potential drug

	interactions, and monitoring parameters before use.





	Every effort was made to ensure the accuracy of Pocket

	Guide to Critical Care Pharmacotherapy. The author, editor,

	and publisher are not responsible for errors or omissions

	or for any consequences associated with the utilization

	of the contents of this handbook.

	This book serves as a pocket bedside medical reference, providing the unique element of supplying a step-by-step design that will guide clinicians in giving their patient optimal, evidence-based care. The book provides practical points based on both real patient-care experience and review of current medical literature with the aim of providing guidance to all critical care clinicians. The book covers the most common ailments observed in critically ill medical patients. It uses an algorithmic, easy-to-follow, step-by-step approach. Clinicians with varying degrees of training will be able to follow its format.
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Fuel Cell EnginesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	The first fuel cell theory and application resource written for students and professionals.

	

	With the field of fuel cells growing at a rapid pace, there is a powerful need for a single guide to the myriad disciplines related to the technology. Fuel Cell Engines provides a comprehensive and detailed introduction to the...
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Algorithms and Computation: 20th International Symposium, ISAAC 2009, Honolulu, HawaiiSpringer, 2010

	The papers in this volume were presented at the 20th Annual International Symposium
	on Algorithms and Computation, held December 16–18, 2009, in Hawaii,
	USA. In response to the Call-for-Papers, 279 papers were submitted. Each paper
	received at least three reviews by either Program Committee members or experts
	selected by Program...
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Modern German Grammar: A Practical Guide (Modern Grammars)Routledge, 2003


	Modern German Grammar. A Practical Guide is an innovative reference grammar designed

	to be used with modern approaches to teaching and learning German as a foreign

	language. The book addresses learners’ practical needs by combining a detailed

	description of the grammatical structures of German with a ‘functional’...
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Rails 3 Way, The (2nd Edition) (Addison-Wesley Professional Ruby Series)Addison Wesley, 2010

	The Rails™ 3 Way is a comprehensive resource that digs into the new features in Rails 3 and perhaps more importantly, the rationale behind them.

	—Yehuda Katz, Rails Core

	

	The Bible for Ruby on Rails Application Development 
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Business Continuity Management: Building an Effective Incident Management PlanJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Whether an international corporation or a small business, developing and utilizing


	a Business Continuity Management (BCM) Plan protects companies and

	their personnel, facilities, materials, and activities from the broad spectrum of risks

	that face businesses and government agencies on a daily basis, whether at home or...
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Learning PrimeFaces Extensions DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2014

	PrimeFaces is a lightweight open source component suite for Java Server Faces (JSF), a Java-based web application framework. Java developers use PrimeFaces for front end UI development, and it can also be applied to both mobile and web applications. It allows users to customize, create, and further develop application features.
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